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Welcome to Industrial Heating’s
Buyers Guide eBook

A

s the go-to source of information for the thermal-processing industry, we at Industrial
Heating continually strive to make it easy for you to connect to suppliers and services that
can help your business improve and grow.
We created this new eBook version of the Buyers Guide to mesh with today’s digital, on-thego reality. While the format may have changed to keep up with the times, the reliable, up-todate information it provides is the most relevant in the industry. We have organized this eBook
– and our continuously updated online Buyers Guide – into these sections:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Furnaces, Ovens & Kilns
Furnace Atmospheres & Gases
Components, Supplies & Materials
Refractories & Insulation
Controls, Instrumentation & Test Equipment
Commercial Heat Treaters
Aftermarket Services
Materials Characterization & Testing Equipment

By Erik Klingerman
Publisher
Industrial Heating

You can also search the same categories online at www.industrialheating.com/buyersguide.
This comprehensive resource is here to serve you 24/7. It will save you and your company
time, and it will help keep you current with the latest technologies. We actively work with the industry’s top suppliers to keep their information up-to-date so researching and connecting with
them is a simple, straightforward process.
Thank you for the hard work that you do. It is our hope that the information that follows will
make your job easier and help your thermal process be more efficient and productive.
And thank you to all of our partners, who have helped us become “the source” connecting
suppliers to end users.
Erik Klingerman
Group Publisher
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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FURNACES, OVENS AND KILNS fuel the thermal-processing industry. Without this equipment, heat treaters could
not do their job. Subsequently, the parts that need to be
heat treated would fail.
What furnace or oven is best for your facility? Do you
need an atmosphere furnace or a vacuum furnace? Whatever the answer to those questions might be, you can find
a manufacturer and supplier that fits the bill in our online
Buyers Guide. There’s a link at the end of this section. Simply find what you’re looking for, and the companies that provide it are listed. You can start by checking out the suppliers
on the following pages.
Furnaces Ovens & Kilns includes:
• Aging
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminum Brazing
Aluminum Homogenizer
Aluminum Solution Heat
Treating
Annealing
Atmosphere
Austempering
Batch
Bell
Belt
Bench
Billet
Box
Brazing
Burn-off
Cabinet
RETURN TO CONTENTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Car Bottom
Carburizing
Continuous
Conveyor
Drop Bottom
Dryers
Electric Resistance
Fluidized Bed
Forging
Gantry
Gas
Harden, Quench & Draw/
Temper
Hearth
Heat Treat
Heaters
5

High-Speed Steel
Holding
Incinerators
Induction
Integral Quench
Kiln
Laboratory
Martempering
Melting
Mesh Belt
Muffle
Neutral Hardening
Nitriding
Oil-Fired
Ovens
Oxidizers
Panel
Pit
Pot
Preheating

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pusher
Radiant Tube
Recuperative
Reheating
Remelting
Resistance
Retort
Rotary Retort
Salt Bath
Sintering
Slab
Solution Annealing
Spheroidizing
Strip
Temper/Draw
Tip-up
Tool Room
Tube
Vacuum
Walking Beam
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A

ir & Energy Systems has been designing state-ofthe-art, custom-built process heating equipment for
over 45 years. We have designed gas-fired ovens for
applications from 250°F to 1000°F and industrial furnaces
from 1000°F to 2300°F.
Industries we’ve served include electrical components,
ceramic, investment casting and heat treating. We are located in the Charlotte, N.C., area and work with companies
throughout North, Central and South America.
All of our ovens are PLC-controlled and utilize all the best
manufacturers of combustion and recuperative burner systems. Our equipment is designed for low maintenance, high
performance and ease of operation.
We also upgrade existing heating equipment from the inside out, providing complete refurbishing of linings to improvement of operation and uniformity of production processes.
We provide our systems shop-assembled or turnkey, on-site
installation.

We custom design our

We custom design our 300°
300° to 2300°F systems
to 2300° F systems to our
to our customers’
customers’
specifications
and
specifications
and offer
offer turnkey
turnkeymanufacturing
manufacturing
and installation.
and installation.

704-814-9221
www.airandenergyinc.com
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Call 704.814.9221
www.AirAndEnergyInc.com
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A

jax designs and manufactures salt bath furnace
equipment, including quenches, hoists and work
handling systems used in the heat-treating industry.
With over 60 years of thermal-processing experience, our
customers include aerospace, agricultural, commercial heat
treating, energy, glass strengthening, medical, dental and
many more.
Some types of heat treating our products are capable of
include annealing, austempering, martempering, dip brazing, nitriding and descaling. Our metal pot furnaces with immersion heaters are used for tempering steel, shape setting
of nickel-titanium memory wire and solution heat treating of
aluminum.
Ajax prides itself in taking a design concept from drawings to the manufacturing floor. We can address most customer’s needs and expectations since we have weathered
the ups and downs of thermal processing for many years.
We also have a complete line of spare parts, including heaters, thermocouples and electrodes and can address your
furnace-related needs for many years to come.

RETURN TO CONTENTS

Lowest Cost Heat Treating
Capital and life cycle costs are
significantly lower than competing
technologies
Applications including;
Preheating, Austenizing,
Martempering, Austempering,
Neutral Hardening, Tempering,
Solution Heat Treating, High Speed
Steel Tool Hardening, Nitriding, Dip
Brazing, Glass Strengthening, and
Isothermal Quenching

7

Optimum Properties
Heat treated parts have
the best combination of
mechanical properties,
wear and impact resistance
as well as fatigue life

Contact us for further
information on the
latest technologies in
trouble free salt bath
treatments
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SHAPING THE FUTURE OF INDUCTION
Global
Sales &
Service

®

A

jax TOCCO, headquartered in Warren, Ohio, is a
global supplier of custom induction heating systems. Induction heating provides an effective, controllable and economical solution for the precise treating of
a wide range of parts and applications. Ajax specializes in
providing solutions for a variety of industries using various
processes, including hardening, tempering, annealing, stress
relieving, curing, brazing, soldering, melting and forging – to
name a few. We focus on understanding the needs of our
customers to design the best equipment for your specific
application.
Our dedication to our customers is continuous. From
installation to 24/7 emergency parts and service to preventive
maintenance plans to complete rebuilds and retrofits, Ajax
TOCCO is committed to keeping your lines up and running.

INDUCTION HEATING SOLUTIONS
Single-Source Installation Packages, Inductor Design, Repair & Rebuild, Development

Quality Monitoring Systems, System Reliability Services, Preventive Maintenance

Ajax TOCCO is your complete source for induction
heat treating systems, power supplies & installation
Global Service, Support & Manufacturing






Ajax TOCCO Magnethermic
1745 Overland Ave. NE
Warren, OH 44483
800-547-1527
www.ajaxtocco.com
RETURN TO CONTENTS

Scanners
Single Shot/Static
Lift & Rotate
Tooth by Tooth

Brazing






Power Supplies
Coil Repair
Parts & Service
Installation &
Construction

World Headquarters
1745 Overland Avenue
Warren, Ohio USA 44483
+1-330-372-8511
+1-330-372-8608 Fax

24 / 7 Customer Service: 800-547-1527
®

www.AjaxTOCCO.com
Ajax TOCCO Group of Companies Global Brands
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CAN-ENG FURNACES
ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS TO LAST

CUSTOM SYSTEMS FOR
CUSTOM PRODUCTS

E

stablished in 1964, CAN-ENG has grown to become
a leading global designer and manufacturer of thermal-processing equipment for ferrous and nonferrous
metals. For almost 60 years, CAN-ENG’s furnace designs have
served commercial and captive heat treaters; stamping and
fastener companies; automotive component producers; the
iron and steel industries; aluminum foundries; and agricultural,
construction and appliance manufacturers. CAN-ENG produces
high-volume, large-capacity automated continuous and batch
industrial thermal-processing and heat-treating technology:
• Aluminum automotive lightweight and high-pressure diecast low-distortion-control heat-treatment systems
• Safety-critical automotive fastener and high-volume component mesh-belt heat-treatment systems
• Salt quench mesh-belt heat-treatment systems for austemper processing
• Plate, API tube, bar quench and temper systems
• Steel plant heat-processing and treatment systems
• Aluminum and steel forge and foundry heat-processing
and heat-treatment systems (anneal, solution, normalize,
isothermal, precipitation, quench and harden treatments)
• Automotive, aerospace, oil & gas, energy sector heat-processing and treatment systems
RETURN TO CONTENTS

CAN-ENG Furnaces International Limited specializes in the design of unique,
high-volume batch and continuous industrial furnace system for today’s
Automotive, Aerospace, Steel, Military; and Oil & Gas industries.
Can-Eng has the experience and expertise to enable your success.
• Continuous Mesh Belt Heat Treatment Systems for Tempering, Neutral Hardening,
Carbonitriding, Carburizing and Austemper Processing of engine critical, high-quality
automotive fasteners, mass-produced powder metal and stamped products.
• Basketless Heat Treatment Systems (BHTS®) for T4, T5, T6, T7 Processing of High
Volume Aluminum Automotive Components, Thin Walled Structural Automotive
Castings and Wrought Components.
• Precision Air Quenching Systems (PAQ™) for Quenching of High Volume Aluminum
Automotive Components and Thin-Walled Structural Automotive Castings while
Minimizing Residual Stresses and Part Distortion Potential.
• Customized Rotary Hearth, Walking Beam, Roller Hearth, Screw Hearth, Tunnel,
Conveyor Belt, and Car Bottom Furnaces.
• Maximizing Equipment Life through Re-Purposing of Heat Treatment Systems
Idled as a Result of Reduced Global Automotive Demands.
To explore how CAN-ENG’s custom systems can help with your individual needs, visit us online
www.can-eng.com or email furnaces@can-eng.com.

P.O. Box 235, Niagara Falls, New York 14302-0235
T. 905.356.1327 | F. 905.356.1817
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C

EIA is a leading manufacturer and designer of medium- to high-frequency induction heating units that
feature high energy efficiency with minimum operating costs. This extensive experience, along with continuous
and scrupulous technological research, ensures CEIA products offer the highest quality and safety standards.
Next to a wide range of generators (Power Cube), the
product family includes control units (Master and Power
Controllers) for the semi-automatic and automatic management of the heating cycles, a full range of optical pyrometers equipped with low-intensity laser aiming, wire solder
dispensers for low- and high-temperature applications, and
a complete line of accessories. CEIA USA provides nationwide sales, service and customer support to customers in
North America.
Learn more at www.ceia-usa.com.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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E

FD Induction has always been at the forefront of
technological development, and with our new fully
digital control system, we are prepared for the future.
EFD Induction is proud to present the new-generation
Minac that is prepared for Industry 4.0.
The future is interconnected, bringing with it possibilities
of access to real-time data, remote service and new ways
to perform diagnostics and troubleshooting. With the new
fully digital control system, EFD Induction provides a solid
foundation to build on.
The new-generation Minac is prepared for developments
within advanced analytics and predictive maintenance,
condition monitoring and alarming, automation and realtime data, machine learning, remote service and augmented
reality. Easy-to-install software upgrades ensure that the
induction equipment will always have the latest state-of-theart technology.
With the new control system, the Minac will have
extended life through our unique, advanced machine audits

RETURN TO CONTENTS

and troubleshooting. Enhanced diagnostics will protect
against unexpected costs.
Better use of machine data will increase productivity
and provide unmatched control and efficiency, reduced
maintenance requirements and shorter service response
time.
With a 10-inch capacitive color touchscreen and the
latest technology in man-machine interface, the newgeneration Minac has easy access to all system functions,
which facilitates a quick setup and gives the operator full
control of the induction parameters for heating processes.
The Minac is a mobile all-in-one induction system for the
heating of practically any electrically conductive material.
It is ideal for jobs as diverse as brazing, shrink-fitting,
hardening, curing, straightening and many more. It can easily
be transported to the work site, and it can be fitted with
various coils and coil fixtures, single or twin power outputs,
flexible cables, and closed or separate cooling systems. EFD
Induction will equip the Minac to fit any need.
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•

With the new fully digital control system,
EFD Induction sets you up for Industry 4.0.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced diagnostics
Fault logs
Short service response time
Reduced maintenance requirements
Easy software upgrades
Quicker process setup

www.efd-induction.com

Induction Heating
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•
•
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EST. 1977

W

ith over 4,000 completed systems worldwide, Epcon is a global leader in developing innovative air
pollution control technology and process heating
equipment. Founded in 1977, Epcon has grown from a oneman operation to a large-scale organization, complete with
in-house engineering, design, a 250,000-square-foot on-site
manufacturing facility and a global service team.
Our success is based on innovative patented designs, a
focus on our customers’ ROI and “next-generation manufacturing,” ensuring maximum value creation. Through various
heat recovery methods, we are able to design our process
heating equipment to operate with little to no fuel. This energy recycling is not only good for the environment but also
for the operator’s bottom line.
Epcon provides long-term quality equipment that optimizes your processes, so daily fuel costs are engineered to a
bare minimum. From concept to completion, our dedicated
professionals work together to deliver a customized product
for each customer’s unique process requirements.

Batch
Continuous/Conveyor
Wicket
Coupling
Burn off / Burn Out
Heat Treatment
Low and High Temp
Indirect / Direct

CONTACT US
936 273 3300

www.epconlp.com

EPCON
Manufactures
Process Heating
Equipment, Air Pollution
Control, and Specialty
Systems - Across Industries

www.epconlp.com
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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G

asbarre Thermal Processing Systems designs, manufactures and services a full line of thermal-processing equipment for virtually any process. Gasbarre’s
offering includes: continuous and batch atmosphere equipment that serve customers in the automotive, aerospace,
industrial equipment, energy and commercial heat-treating
industries; and continuous and batch vacuum furnace systems that serve a wide range of thermal-processing applications and can be adapted to nearly any production process.
Gasbarre’s continuous atmosphere line includes
mesh-belt furnaces for annealing, brazing and sintering.
The continuous atmosphere line also includes pusher
furnaces for applications requiring processing above
2050°F (1120°C). The flexible batch atmosphere product
line includes integral-quench furnaces with associated
companion equipment; large box, car-bottom and tipup furnaces; and top-of-the-line nitriding and ferritic
nitrocarburizing systems. Finally, Gasbarre’s line of modular
vacuum furnaces offers the ultimate versatility for small- to
high-volume production. The modular design allows for

RETURN TO CONTENTS

efficient processing for a wide range of thermal processes.
All equipment can be designed to meet the strictest of
standards, such as AMS 2750 and CQI-9 requirements.
Gasbarre also provides a full range of aftermarket
services. This includes replacement parts, alloy and
custom fabrications, rebuilds and upgrades. Gasbarre
is ISO 17025-certified and has technicians available to
perform calibrations, maintenance, equipment moves,
troubleshooting and equipment evaluations.
Gasbarre is dedicated to serving its customers by
providing products and services that combine value and
design flexibility through knowledge and understanding
of your process. For each piece of equipment, Gasbarre
takes a 360-degree approach. From sales and applications
engineering to equipment design, manufacturing,
commissioning and never-ending aftermarket support,
our team of engineers, metallurgists and technicians
understand your process from all angles. Gasbarre’s
technical capability and commitment to service will ensure
your success today and into the future!

14
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RELIABILITY, EXPERTISE,
SERVICE AND
SELECTION

VERSATILE MODULAR
VACUUM FURNACES
n
n
n
n
n

Batch or Continuous processing
Highly efficient
Precise control
Oil or Gas Quenching
Meets AMS 2750 and CQI-9 Requirements

Gasbarre takes a 360º approach to servicing our customers. From
sales and applications engineering, to equipment design, manufacturing,
commissioning, and never ending aftermarket support, our team of
engineers, metallurgists, and technicians understand your process
from all angles. Gasbarre’s technical capability and commitment to
service will ensure your success today and into the future!

COMPLETE LINE OF THERMAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Annealing n Brazing n Carbonitriding n Carburizing n Co-firing n Drying n Enameling n Ferritic Nitrocarburizing
Glass-to-Metal Sealing n Hardening n Inert Atmosphere Processing n Nitriding n Normalizing n Quenching n Sintering
Soldering n Spheroidize Annealing n Steam Treating n Stress Relieving n Tempering n Vacuum Processes

734.656.2000
GasbarreIFS@gasbarre.com

www.gasbarre.com

THERMAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS
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Lindberg/MPH
3827 Riverside Road
Riverside, MI 49084
Phone: 269-849-2700
Fax: 269-849-3021
lindbergmph@lindbergmph.com
www.lindbergmph.com

indberg/MPH is a leading manufacturer of standard
and custom industrial heat-treat furnaces. Their line of
heat-treat furnaces includes pit, box, IQ and belt-type
designs for the ferrous and nonferrous markets. In addition
to heat-treat furnaces, Lindberg/MPH designs and manufactures a full line of melting and holding furnaces for nonferrous alloys. The nonferrous melting and holding equipment
designs offered include wet hearth melting, stack melters,
dry hearth, crucible/pot melting, aluminum holding and autoladle dosing.
As a leading OEM supplier, the aftermarket team at
Lindberg/MPH is factory-trained to provide parts and service support on any industrial oven or furnace regardless
of manufacturer. Aftermarket services include preventive
maintenance, temperature uniformity surveys, instrument
calibrations, replacement parts, installation services and
more.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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“Don’t Wait For
Your Outside Heat
Treater to Deliver”

L

&L Special Furnace Co. Inc. designs and builds
high-temperature furnaces, ovens, quench tanks and
heat-treating systems. We specialize in batch production furnaces and ovens, particularly applications requiring
high uniformity and controlled atmosphere. L&L sells and
services equipment worldwide.
A 60-year-plus reputation for sophisticated engineering,
quality workmanship, excellent documentation and professional service has resulted in a large and growing base of
satisfied customers, many of them larger and very particular
customers. Manufacturing and engineering are integrated in
one 17,000-square-foot facility just south of Philadelphia, Pa.
L&L employs approximately 20 total for both office and
factory, many with 10 or more years of employment. Each
project is fully documented and supported by our highly
trained staff. From initial contact to our start-up and service
technicians, L&L provides detailed customer service uniquely suited to the markets we serve. Our customers can be
assured of professional service throughout the life span of
our equipment.
www.llfurnace.com
RETURN TO CONTENTS

C O , I N C

Bring Your
Heat Treating
In House!
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Induction Heating
Equipment Solutions

P

illar Induction is an international supplier of induction
heat-treat equipment, with headquarters in Brookfield, Wis., and additional support facilities located
around the world. We are a customer-focused, quality-driven organization, whose technical innovation and superior
workmanship is demonstrated in the durability and reliability of our products.
We manufacture induction equipment for a wide variety
of applications, including hardening, tempering, annealing,
stress relief, curing, brazing, soldering, melting and forging.
Pillar’s complete line of SCR and transistorized power
supplies is complemented by accessories such as vertical
and horizontal scanners, lift and rotate fixtures, and custom
cell configurations.
Our commercial processing facility, located in the greater
Detroit area, offers full production processing capabilities
and laboratory development programs as well as induction
coil manufacturing and repair. Our skilled personnel are
dedicated to exceeding our customers’ quality expectations
and delivery requirements.
Whether you need parts processed or equipment for inhouse production, we have a solution.
RETURN TO CONTENTS

Heat Treating Systems
Forging & Forming Systems
Tube & Pipe Systems
Brazing & Joining
Specialty Heating
Retrofits & Rebuilds
Field Service & Coil Repair
With over 50 years of excellence,
Pillar is your partner for induction heating solutions.
BLACK

For more information
contact us at

PMS 294

800-558-7733

21905 Gateway Road

Brookfield, WI 53045

262-317-5300

www.pillar.com
WHITE
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VT Incorporated has been manufacturing vacuum
heating and induction melting systems for nearly 50
years. PVT specializes in systems for fluxless aluminum, stainless steel and superalloy brazing with controls designed to facilitate customers’ accreditation to AMS 2750E
and Nadcap standards.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Made
Mission
Critical
Components
Made
For
Mission
Critical
Component
MadeFor
For
Mission
Critical
Components
PVT knows the importance of Mission Critical. For over 50 years, PVT’s Vacuum Aluminum Brazing

PVT knows the importance of Mission Critical.

For over
50 years,
Vacuum
furnaces have provided manufacturers of complex fluid coolers with the performance,
precision,
andPVT’s
reliability
they Aluminum Brazing
furnacesPVT’s
have VAB
provided
manufacturers
of complex
withunparalleled
the performance,
precision,
and
reliability
they
demand.
furnaces
offer state-of-the-art
controlsfluid
withcoolers
full SCADA,
temperature
uniformity,
and
a
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high
operating
vacuum
environment,
all
of
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process
complex
cooling
components
to
the
demanding
demand. PVT’s VAB furnaces offer state-of-the-art controls with full SCADA, unparalleled temperature uniformity, and a
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needed
for military,
aerospace,
and automotive
applications.
stable high
operating
vacuum
environment,
all of which
process complex cooling components to the demanding

PVT knows the importance of Mission Critical. For over 50 years, PVT’s Vacu

furnaces have provided manufacturers of complex fluid coolers with the performance, precision, an
standards PVT’s
needed for
military,
aerospace,
and automotive
applications.controls with full SCADA, unparalleled tempera
demand.
VAB
furnaces
offer
state-of-the-art
PVT Inc. • 100 Indel Ave., P.O. Box 156 • Rancocas, NJ • 609.267.3933
pvt-vf.com
stable high operating vacuum environment,
all of which process complex cooling components to th
PVT Inc. • 100 Indel Ave., P.O. Box 156 • Rancocas, NJ • 609.267.3933
standards needed for military, aerospace, andpvt-vf.com
automotive applications.

Made For Mission Critical Components

PVT knows the importance of
Mission
Critical.
overP.O.
50 years,
Aluminum NJ
Brazing
PVT
Inc. • 100
Indel For
Ave.,
BoxPVT’s
156Vacuum
• Rancocas,
• 609.267.3
furnaces have provided manufacturers of complex fluid coolers with the performance, precision, and reliability they
pvt-vf.com
demand. PVT’s VAB furnaces offer state-of-the-art controls with full SCADA, unparalleled temperature uniformity, and a
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in-class quality and ruggedness of our larger production furnaces but in a compact design. The Mentor Pro is mounted
on a portable platform for ease of shipment and maneuverability. It is the smallest overall footprint for the given workzone volume. Other standard features include feature-rich
SolarVac® automation and controls, enhanced temperature uniformity with distinct three-zone digital trimming
controls, two-gas backfill and three-gas partial pressure, a
variable-frequency drive, and a single power drop for the
customer. We also offer an optional molybdenum-shielded
hot zone for the processing of reactive materials where contamination may present a concern.
All Solar Manufacturing furnaces are designed for long
life, easy maintenance and minimal downtime. Customers
can expect each furnace to be fully tested prior to shipment,
and a Factory Service Engineer will start up and test the
furnace after installation to assure a smooth transition to full
production. All new furnaces come with a comprehensive
one-year warranty.
Solar Manufacturing strives to advance the science of
vacuum furnace technology for a wide range of vacuum
heat-treating processes. We offer unmatched expertise and
assistance in choosing the right vacuum furnace or replacement hot zone specifically for your needs.
Give us a call to learn how our ingenuity works for
you.

S

olar Manufacturing is constantly looking for ways to
improve furnace performance and create outstanding
value for commercial and captive heat treaters. Together with Solar Atmospheres, our affiliate company and
largest privately held commercial vacuum heat treater in
North America, we offer unique solutions and cutting-edge
thermal-processing technology.
Solar Manufacturing designs a wide range of furnace
models and sizes. Although we are well known for our large
vacuum car-bottom furnaces, we also offer the Mentor®,
which is our highly successful compact, efficient and economical furnace. Even though the Mentor is the smallest
furnace, our customers can be assured that its high-performance features are equal to that of our larger-capacity
furnaces.
Demand grew rapidly for the compact Mentor after its
introduction for processing developmental and smaller
production workloads. Solar Manufacturing saw an opportunity to expand the Mentor model concept and launched the
Mentor Pro as an extension to our product line.
The Mentor Pro is unique in that it offers the same bestRETURN TO CONTENTS
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IQ

Production ready,
internal quench

MENTOR®

Compact,
internal quench

IQ

Production ready,
external quench

MENTOR® Mid-sized,
PRO
internal quench

VBL Vertical bottom loading

HCB

High capacity,
car bottom loading

SOLUTIONS THROUGH INGENUITY
Solar Manufacturing designs and manufactures high performance, technically
advanced and energy efficient vacuum heat treat furnaces. No matter what the
application or size of workload, Solar Manufacturing has the versatile, featurerich vacuum furnace solution to fit your needs. We back it up with outstanding
Aftermarket support: spare parts, service and replacement hot zones.
THE BRIGHTEST SOLUTIONS THROUGH INGENUIT Y

267.384.5040 | sales@solarmfg.com
solarmfg.com
Give us a call to learn more about
our vacuum furnace ingenuity.
PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA
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international industry specifications. All of our products
meet the strictest criteria and procedures to ensure
compliance while driving performance.
In 2015, in order to develop and enhance our
commercial relationship with the North American market,
we established our American group company, FURNACARE
Inc. in Spartanburg, S.C.
Having secured our foothold in this market, FURNACARE
continues to grow our engineering, technical and commercial staff to communicate the operational excellence of TAV
vacuum furnaces. Coupled with the ability to reduce customer cost and maximize efficiencies, we deliver proven,
premium-quality manufactured solutions that are durable,
customized and technologically advanced to carry our customers forward.
Our aim is to facilitate the work of your engineers, operators and maintenance team by supplying peace of mind that
your furnaces will always be operational and efficient in your
production process with unrivaled performance power.
Our core service competencies include hot zone refurbishment and replacement, repairs, spare parts, upgrades,
TUS, SAT, calibrations, leak detection, preventive-maintenance programs, new vacuum furnace installations and new
vacuum furnace sales.

T

AV VACUUM FURNACES – established in 1984 near Milan (Italy) in the city of Caravaggio – designs and manufactures standard and customized advanced vacuum
furnaces in a wide range of geometries and dimensions that
are used in the heat treatment of steels, alloys and advanced
ceramic materials, as well as in hardening, tempering, solubilization, annealing, brazing and sintering operations.
We support these processes mainly in the following
fields: production of heat exchangers, aviation/aerospace,
automotive, IGT (industrial gas turbine), heat treatment of
additive-manufactured parts, commercial heat treatment,
component sintering (medical, precision mechanics and
optics) and R&D laboratories.
Deeply rooted in years of experience, our extensive
knowledge of vacuum and high-temperature engineering
allows us to solve for the most advanced needs, handling
requests in new sectors of unconventional heat treatments.
The R&D department in TAV VACUUM FURNACES is
constantly working to ensure a product that meets, and
exceeds, customer expectations, leveraging innovative
technologies in accordance with the most stringent
RETURN TO CONTENTS

www.tav-vacuumfurnaces.com
www.furna.care
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DEDICATED TO ENGINEERING THE PERFECT
HEAT TREATMENT SOLUTION

-

Wide range of Vacuum Heat Treatment Solutions
Best quality Hot Zones
High working Vacuum level
Top class temperature Uniformity
Compliant with the criteria established by AMS 2750 F,
CQI9 and Industry 4.0
- Experienced Technical Team
- Worldwide fast assistance
TAV VACUUM FURNACES SPA
ph. +39 0363 355711
info@tav-vacuumfurnaces.com
www.tav-vacuumfurnaces.com

THE USA TAV GROUP COMPANY - Ph.: +1-864-599-9955 - info@furna.care - www.furna.care
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T

aylor-Winfield Technologies (TWT) is an original equipment manufacturer of induction heating (IH) power
supplies, process solutions and automated production systems used for thousands of industrial applications
since 1957. From single power supplies to fully automated
parts production systems, TWT engineers and manufactures
the solution best suited for your needs.
Many IH process solutions begin in our Research & Development Laboratory, where the “need” is evaluated based
on customer part-processing requirements. This “proof of
process” approach qualifies the process before production
use to ensure customer satisfaction. Typical applications
include part heat treatment, brazing, soldering, hot forming,
forging, melting, bonding, heat staking, wire stripping, solidification and many more.
TWT’s latest development, the InduroScan Vertical Induction Scanning System® is a breakthrough, scalable platform
that reduces cycle time by using advanced positioning and
motion technologies for automated IH scanning applications.
For information, visit www.taylor-winfield.com or contact Ryan
Neiss at 330-259-8547 or rneiss@taylor-winfield.com.
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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F

or over 30 years, Heat Treat Furnaces has been designing, fabricating and installing custom industrial
heat-treat furnaces for our clients. HTF’s experienced
engineers and support staff are focused on your project.
Our industrial furnaces have an extensive list of capabilities and can be manufactured to suit almost any application. We are a full-service supplier, meaning we assume
responsibility for all mechanical, electrical, structural and
control aspects of our furnaces. When you purchase an HTF
furnace, you get complete engineering support, evaluation,
testing, design, fabrication, installation, start-up and field
service with continued support from our in-house service
team.
At HTF, we believe in developing partnerships with our
customers. We train your personnel, giving them the ability
to better troubleshoot and maintain your equipment. We
are available by phone or email, and we will visit your plant
to service your furnace if necessary.

Heat Treat Furnaces
Let Us Help You:

HE

ES
AT T
R E AT F U R N A C
A

COMPANY

• Choose the best furnace for your
application
• Replace an obsolete furnace
• Solve uniformity problems
• Implement a new product
• Develop a new process
• Expand production
sales@heattreatfurnaces.com | heattreatfurnaces.com

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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T

hermcraft is an international leading manufacturer of
custom industrial furnaces and ovens. With over 50
years of experience, we can help you find the solution
that best fits your needs.
From concept to finished product, whether it is a pilot-scale project or full-blown production project, we can
guide you through the entire process. Thermcraft also manufactures component heating elements in vacuum-formed
ceramic fiber and ceramic refractory materials, both for
high-temperature applications.

www.thermcraftinc.com

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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T

rent is a leading designer and manufacturer of electrically heated equipment for diverse industrial and
commercial applications.
Among the products in their line are electrical heating
elements, melters, jackets, plug (duct) heaters, water and
oil immersion heaters, hot plates, and tubular and cartridge
heaters.
Their wide range of products, backed by over 90 years
of experience, meets the processing requirements of diverse industries, including glass, nuclear fuels, electronics,
synthetic fibers, plastics, aerospace, chemicals, ceramic and
many more.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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W

illiams Industrial Service is a single-source supplier for all your heat-treating needs. We produce all
of the equipment that you require in-house. Our
specially designed 57,000-square-foot facility allows us to
build your heat-processing system from the pit up. This provides us the ability to control engineering standards and all
aspects of construction for a timely delivery of your system.
Our customers are welcome to see the equipment while
under construction, in the same configuration that it will be
placed in their own facility. We can simulate the customer’s
facility to ensure proper field installation.
The unique, company-owned facility was designed by our
engineers to accommodate the construction of the heavy
structural systems that we build. Williams Industrial Service
provides top-quality fabricating equipment to our personnel

RETURN TO CONTENTS

to ensure they are working efficiently and saving you money.
Teaming with our customers results in successful installations that exceed the most demanding industry requirements. Many innovations by Williams Industrial Service in
loading methods, quenching options, zone control, air distribution and energy efficiency have been field-tested with
excellent results.
We build heat-treating systems, and we build relationships. Our customer service emphasizes sharing of information, cooperation, responsiveness and maintaining on-time
delivery schedules.
No matter what your specific heat-treating needs are,
Williams Industrial Service is ready to be part of your team.
Contact us at 419-353-2120 for custom equipment at standard prices.
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Williams Industrial Service, Inc.

Manufacturers and Designers of High-Performance Heat Treating Systems

Williams Industrial Service, Inc.

Designs and builds high-performance heat treating systems in standard and custom sizes. Count on us for superior performance with minimal
maintenance. Ask about our optional heating systems as well as rugged and durable companion equipment. Call us at 419-353-2120 for any of
your heat treat equipment needs.

Williams Industrial Service, Inc. Serving the heat treat industry since 1971

2120 Wood-Bridge Blvd., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 • Phone 419-353-2120 • www.wisfurnaces.com

FURNACES, OVENS & KILNS
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W

isconsin Oven offers high-quality heat-treat ovens and furnaces, with standard temperature
ratings of 500°F, 650°F, 800°F, 1000°F, 1250°F
and 1400°F. They can be heated by gas (direct or indirect),
electric and steam. Typical applications include aging, tempering, annealing, stress relieving and solution heat treating.
Equipment is available in either batch or continuous
designs. Continuous heat-treating equipment can be designed as belt conveyors, overhead trolleys, Ferris Wheels or
carrousels, to name a few. Custom equipment is designed
around the customer’s specific process requirements. Products processed include door hardware, wood products,
fasteners, aerospace and automotive components, caskets,
vehicle frames, decorative metals, military items and the list
goes on and on…
Equipment is completely factory assembled and tested
prior to shipment. Turnkey installations, start-up service,
spare parts and PM programs are also available through
our Service department, service@wisoven.com.
Please contact us for any of your heat-processing requirements by phone at 262-642-3938, by fax at 262-3634018 or by email at sales@wisoven.com.
RETURN TO CONTENTS

Wisconsin Oven Corporation
2675 Main St.
P.O. Box 873
East Troy, WI 53120
Phone: 262-642-3938
Fax: 262-207-5107
Website: www.wisoven.com
Email: sales@wisoven.com
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SDB SERIES BATCH DRAW OVEN
40 Standard Models • Electric or Gas Heat

The Ultimate Draw Batch Oven:
• Standard sizes to match most heat treat lines
• Temperatures to 1,400° F
Available with
DataSense
Technologies™ IoT
Based Performance
Monitoring System

• High capacity recirculation blower for
outstanding uniformity and heating rates
• Available hearths include pier, skid,
roller rails, & full width rollers

• Chain guides, charge cars and quench tanks also available
• Available with our exclusive Energy Efficient E-Pack™
oven upgrade (see www.oven-epack.com for further info)
• Built to Last! Backed by our Exclusive and Unprecedented
3-Year WOW™ warranty
• Additional sizes and features available upon request

WISOVEN.COM
sales@wisoven.com
262-642-3938

Wisconsin Oven Corporation
2675 Main Street • PO Box 873 East Troy, WI 53120
Wisconsin Oven is a brand of
Thermal Product Solutions, LLC
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For a complete list of suppliers of Furnaces, Ovens & Kilns
CLICK HERE

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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The thermal-processing industry could not function without
the use of ATMOSPHERES AND GASES. Industrial furnaces
and other heat-treating equipment need them to run
properly.
Our online Furnace Atmospheres & Gases Directory is
dedicated to suppliers of a broad range of atmospheres
and gases for use in industrial heating operations. There’s a
link to this directory at the end of this section.
The directory offers an alphabetical roster of companies
that supply industrial gases and/or furnace atmospheres.
Check out our featured suppliers on the following pages
and visit our online guide for a comprehensive list of
suppliers. Perhaps more importantly, you can find a
company by the type of atmosphere or gas provided. Click
on the atmosphere or gas you’re looking for, and find a
complete list of suppliers. You can start your search by
checking out the supplier on the next page.
Furnace Atmospheres & Gases includes:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acetylene
Ammonia
Argon
Carbon Dioxide
Carburizing Gases

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Helium
Hydrogen
Inert Gases
Methane
Nitrogen (Liquid, Membrane, PSA Generators)
Oxidizing Gases
Oxygen (PSA Generators)
Propane
Reducing Gases
Steam

PREVIOUS SECTION
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Keep your
furnace in its
sweet spot.

A

ir Products is a world-leading industrial gases
company in operation for 80 years. In addition to
high-purity industrial gases, the company provides
gas handling equipment and technology, gas atmospheres,
and unmatched industry experience and technical knowhow to help heat treaters and metals processors improve
product quality and consistency, reduce operating costs,
increase production and optimize gas use.
Air Products helps customers optimize their heat-treating processes by providing controlled atmosphere solutions
and enabling equipment, as well as process optimization
and troubleshooting. It operates a state-of-the-art lab in
Allentown, Pa., where new application development and
customer support activities are performed. The heat-treating lab includes furnaces capable of testing a wide variety
of atmospheres, metallurgical and atmosphere analysis
equipment, thermodynamic equilibrium and diffusional
calculation capability, as well as computational fluid dynamics modeling. By leveraging these capabilities, Air Products’
engineers can simulate customer operations prior to actual
field testing.
RETURN TO CONTENTS

It starts with the atmosphere.
Controlling your furnace atmosphere optimizes heat treating
and sintering leading to:
• Improved product quality
• Reduced operating costs
• Increased productivity
Manufacturers rely on Air Products for:
• Optimized gas-based atmospheres
• Equipment and technical support
• Free gas optimization audits, testing, and installation
• World-class expertise and over 40 years of experience

800-654-4567

(mention code 10354)

tell me more
airproducts.com/mp

© Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., 2021 (43763)
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For a complete list of suppliers of
Furnace Atmospheres & Gases
CLICK HERE

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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COMPONENTS, SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS include a
broad range of equipment vital to heat treaters and furnace manufacturers. Whether it’s a burner, a fan or a heat
exchanger, they are all in high demand.
Are you in need of a hot zone for your vacuum furnace?
Does your company want to purchase pollution control
equipment? If you need an answer to questions like these,
you can find a supplier or manufacturer in our online Buyers Guide. There’s a link at the end of this section.
We have a wide variety of components and supplies
covered. Simply find what you’re looking for, and the companies that provide it are listed. You can start your search by
checking out the suppliers on the following pages.
Components, Supplies & Materials includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alarms
Alloys
Baffles
Baskets
Bearings
Billet Feeders
Blowers
Burners
Ceramic Parts/Supplies
Chains
Chillers
Cleaning Equipment
Coatings
Composites
Compounds
RETURN TO CONTENTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computer Software
Conveyors
Cooling Systems
Cooling Towers
Crucibles
Cryogenics
Curtains
Dampers
Electrodes
Elements
Fans
Fasteners
Filters
Fittings
Fixtures

•
•
•
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Freezers
Furnace Loaders
Gas Generators
Gaskets
Graphite
Grids
Hearth Plates
Heat Exchangers
Heaters
Hoods
Hot Zones
Impellers
Lubricants
Material Handling
Equipment
Molybdenum Products
Motors
Parts Feeders, Loaders
and Sorters

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Piers
Pollution Control
Equipment
Powder Metals
Presses
Pumps
Quenchants
Radiant Tubes
Rails
Rollers
Steels
Tank Fabrications
Transformers
Trays
Tubes
Washers
Weldments
Wire
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for heat treatment
processes

B

usch Vacuum Solutions is your local partner. Established in 1975 with US headquarters in Virginia, a
team of 500 dedicated employees takes care of all
your vacuum needs. Additionally, Busch has US Service
Centers and Field Service Specialists from coast to coast.
Our vast experience allows us to always provide the optimum solution from a single vacuum pump to tailor-made
vacuum systems.
Busch has been the leader in dry screw vacuum technology since the development of COBRA vacuum pumps nearly
thirty years ago. Our solutions are ideally suited for a full
range of heat-treating processes and integrate into existing
equipment seamlessly. COBRA vacuum pumps are the ideal
replacement for oil-sealed piston pumps.
Our oil-free compression chamber provides the best
pumping speed, consistent performance over the life of
the product, reduces environmental noise, and eliminates
emissions, enabling companies to improve throughput and
deliver a higher quality product. Combined with our PANDA boosters, the resulting combination (COMBI) is a robust
package that delivers high pumping speeds in harsh industrial environments.
RETURN TO CONTENTS

THE BEST
DRY SCREW
VACUUM
CHOICE

FLEXIBLE
MODULAR
DESIGN

COBRA Industrial

DRY SCREW VACUUM SOLUTIONS

COBRA series are robust dry screw vacuum pumps for
demanding applications. COBRA vacuum solutions deliver
improved reliability and reduced maintenance costs. They require
minimal integration with maximum flexibility of solutions – from
systemized booster packages to the replacement of oil-sealed
piston equipment.
Rely on the trusted name for vacuum. Rely on Busch.

buschusa.com
info@buschusa.com │ 1-800-BUSCH-USA
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CRYOFURNACE | CRYOTEMPER | CRYOFREEZER

MULTIPLE
TEMPERS.
ONE CYCLE.

T

he DMP CryoFurnace has an upper temperature
limit of 650°C and low limit of -185°C, and it can be
built in a variety of sizes and loading configurations.
This enables customers to complete tempering cycles for
a variety of parts and materials in a single unit with repeatable results. Utilizing a single unit minimizes product handling or mishandling, optimizes floor space and increases
product throughput. Multiple tempers and/or freezes are
recipe-driven, not dependent on operator availability, fan
efficiency or season.
The CryoFurnace has been designed with the end user,
operator, in mind. So loading, starting a (multi) segment
recipe and unloading after a finished cycle can be completed in a few simple steps. Data management is also simplified with the help of an onboard recorder system that
compiles a single encrypted data package after the recipe
is completed.

INQUIRE TODAY!
1(800)851-7302
www.cryosystems.com
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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E

d Fagan Inc. is a leading supplier of mill-certified refractory metals and alloys. With locations in New Jersey
and California, we stock molybdenum, molybdenum
lanthanum oxide, molybdenum TZM, tungsten and tantalum for the commercial heat-treating industry. Contact our
team of specialists for bar/rod, plate, sheet, strip, wire and
threaded rods/nuts sizes and dimensions. Our in-house
cutting services include a state-of-the-art waterjet for orders
cut-to-size. Stock items can ship within 24 hours of order
confirmation.
www.edfagan.com
sales@edfagan.com
800.348.6268

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Refractory Metals and Alloys From Stock

Tungsten - Nʙʡ Fʟʖʖʣ Sʞʙʍʕʏʎ
• Molybdenum • Molybdenum TZM • Molybdenum Lanthanum Oxide •
When ඃou need refrൽcංorඃ meංൽs ൽnd ൽoඃs, conංൽcං Eඌ Fඉඏඉඖ ൺඖඋ., ංhe eൽding gobൽ disංribuංor of highඁuൽiංඃ, mi-cerංified ൽnd compeංiංiveඃ priced speciൽංඃ meංൽs since ൬අ൰. Our ංeൽm of speciൽisංs wi shൽre ංheir
experංise on our mൽංeriൽs, whie guiding ඃou ංhrough our cusංomized cൽpൽbiiංies so ඃour mൽංeriൽs ൽre deivered
ංo ඃour specificൽංion, when ඃou need ංhem. Sංocൿ iංems cൽn ship wiංhin ൭൯-hours of order confirmൽංion.
Eඌ Fඉඏඉඖ ൺඖඋ. ൽso suppies ංungsංen heൽvඃ meංൽ ൽoඃs, niobium, rhenium ൽnd ංൽnංൽum in ൽ wide vൽrieංඃ of
forms, sizes ൽnd condiංions.

Orders
Cut to
Speciﬁcation

Call us at 800.348.6268 or visit www.edfagan.com
T« MãÙ®½Ý YÊç N, W«Ä YÊç N T«Ã
769 Susquehanna Avenue, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
PH: 201.891.4003 | Toll Free: 800.335.6827

10537 Humbolt Street, Los Alamitos, CA 90720
PH: 562.431.2568 | Toll Free: 800.782.9657
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F

ounded in 1995, multi-generational family owned and
operated Hi-Temp Products Corp. has proven to be an
enduring company with more than 500 highly regarded client relationships earned over 25 years. We have reputably worked in the thermal-processing equipment Industry
as a custom manufacturer and aftermarket service provider
of high-temperature heating components and industrial
heating systems.
We have a foundation of over 18 years of heating system design and fabrication experience gained while working for industry-recognized and highly regarded Kanthal
Sandvik Company. The company culture has deep roots
in the industry and a unique range of technical knowledge
and practical experience that continues to differentiate HiTemp Products as a notable outfit with an ability to serve
the industry.
Forging a longstanding relationship with our customers –
our most important relationship – is our prevailing goal.
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I

Squared R Element Co. Inc. is a manufacturer of silicon
carbide heating elements (trade name Starbar®) and
molybdenum disilicide heating elements (trade name
Moly-D®). The Starbar heating element has a maximum use
temperature of 3100°F (1700°C). The Moly-D element can
operate up to an element temperature of 3362°F (1850°C).
I Squared R Element is known for both its consistent
high-quality elements and high level of customer satisfaction.
I Squared R Element offers these services:
• Same day shipments from elements in stock.
• If manufacturing is necessary, one to 10 days depending
on size and quantity of elements.
• Starbar or Moly-D element recommendation for new or
existing furnaces.
The Starbar and Moly-D elements are interchangeable
with other manufacturers’ elements of the same type, size
and resistance values. The Starbar and Moly-D elements are
competitively priced. I Squared R Element guarantees customer satisfaction.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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CORE MATERIALS • Air • Iron • Ferrite

J

ackson Transformer Co. is a leading designer and manufacturer of transformers, reactors, chokes and other
magnetic products. We have been developing, designing and manufacturing magnetic products since 1955.
Our range of products includes: air or water cooled; open,
encapsulated or enclosed; single or three phase; DC or 50
Hz to 450 kHz; 5 VA to over 15,000 kVA.
We also provide repair and reconditioning services on
transformers used in induction heating equipment, regardless of original manufacturer. Jackson Transformer is an ISO
9001:2015-registered company.
For more information, please visit our website at www.
jacksontransformer.com. Think quality … think Jackson!

RETURN TO CONTENTS

CORE STYLES • Stacked • Wound • Toroidal
TRANSFORMER TYPES • Isolation • Auto • Current
• Potential • Scott “T” • Plate • Zig Zag • Rectifier

INDUCTOR TYPES • Reactor • Choke • Saturable Core
Reactor • Air Core Coils • VIT® (Variable Impedance)

APPLICATIONS • Forging • Power • Melting
• Induction Heating • Furnace • Laser • Inverter
• Resistance Heating • Welding • RF Heating • DC/AC Drives
• Others
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FIREBAR
Patent No.
4,016,403

Largest Heating Element Bank
In the World

G

reat pride is taken in our achievements of manufacturing quality products with outstanding performance for over 60 years. National Element Inc. was
founded on the values of quality, ethics and integrity. Our
experienced team delivers the highest quality of workmanship with exceptional customer service. Our patents prove
to be a testimony of our goal to consistently provide products and services that meet or exceed the requirements
and expectations of our customers.
Since 1960, National Element Inc. has partnered with
major manufactures to create solutions for their industrial heating needs. We customize products to perform in
a diverse variety of furnaces. National Element Inc. supports a full line of industrial electric heating elements. Our
30,000-square-foot manufacturing facility in Brighton, Mich.,
includes fabrication, machining, welding and a large inventory of resistance alloys – from standard to custom-engineered for the heat-treating industry.

• Rod Elements
• Ribbon Elements • Coil Elements
• Ceramic • Refractory • Roller Chain
• Pintle Chain • Chain Edge Belts • Hinge Plate Belts
• Forced Air Plugheaters for Tempering • Annealing
Industrial Heat Treating Furnace Elements and Spare Parts
Over 50 Years of Quality Products

7939 Lochlin Drive, Brighton, MI 48116-8329
Tel: (800) 600-5511 • Fax: (248) 486-1649
www.nationalelement.com
E-mail: info@nationalelement.com

www.nationalelement.com

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Q

ualFab serves a diverse and growing base of
customers and industries both domestically and
internationally, fabricating new equipment for large
OEMs, as well as replacement parts for all types of
furnaces and process equipment.
Since 2004, QualFab has operated from its current 13acre location in Avon, Ohio. Today, we have over 78,000
square feet under roof, serviced by multiple overhead
cranes. With room to grow and a commitment to expanding
our capabilities and capacities to serve the fabrication
needs of our customers, QualFab will continue to be your
best choice for high-nickel alloy and stainless fabrications.

• FURNACE MUFFLES • ROTARY CALCINERS
• HEATING TUBES • TRAYS & GRIDS
• CORRUGATED BOXES • SPECIALTY BASKETS
• RETORTS • FURNACE FANS
• RECUPERATORS

Qual-Fab Inc.
34250 Mills Road, Avon, Ohio 44011
Phone: 440.327.5000
Fax: 440.327.5599
Email: sales@qual-fab.net
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FLOX® technology:
NOx < 0.07 #/MMBTU
possible without SCR

W

S is a globally leading manufacturer of high-efficiency and low-emission self-recuperative
and self-regenerative burners for the steel and
heat-treating industries. WS has sold around 100,000 burners since 1982. We are proud to be the inventors of the
game-changing Flameless Oxidation (FLOX®) technology,
which enables high air preheat temperatures with low NOx
emissions.
The REKUMAT® self-recuperative burner is available in
both direct-fired and indirect-fired (radiant tube) versions.
Each version is available in metallic and ceramic types.
The REGEMAT® self-regenerative burners integrate
regenerators and switching valves into one compact unit,
which is why no burner pairs are needed. Both direct-fired
and indirect-fired versions are available for an efficiency of
up to 90% LHV.
Our mission is to provide the highest-efficiency and lowest-emission burners worldwide, and we are already prepared for the future of green combustion gases. We stand
for high-quality burners engineered and manufactured in
Germany with over 35 years of experience.
RETURN TO CONTENTS

High Quality
Gas Heating Systems

innovative burner technology
WS Thermal Process Technology Inc. · 8301 West Erie Avenue · Lorain, OH 44053 · USA
Fon +1 440 385 6829 · Fax +1 440 960 5454 · E-Mail: wsinc@flox.com
WS Wärmeprozesstechnik GmbH · Dornierstrasse 14 · d-71272 Renningen · Germany
Fon: +49 71 59 16 32-0 · Fax: +49 71 59 27 38 · E-Mail: ws@flox.com
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For a complete list of suppliers of
Components, Supplies & Materials
CLICK HERE
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High-temperature industrial furnaces need REFRACTORIES
& INSULATION. Without it, this heat-treating equipment
will not function properly. Insulation is not a one-size-fitsall solution. There is a wide variety of options available,
depending on the furnace and/or the process.
What kind of insulation does your furnace need? Do
you need ceramic-fiber or firebrick refractory for your
equipment? If you want to answer these questions, you can
find the suppliers in our online Buyers Guide. There’s a link
to this directory at the end of this section.
All types of insulation and refractories are included.
Check out our featured supplier on the next page and visit
our online guide for a comprehensive list of refractory &
insulation suppliers.
Refractories & Insulation includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Textiles
Tundishes
Zirconia

Insulation (Ceramic Fiber, Felt, Fiberglass, Fireproof,
Furnace, High Temperature, Microporous Silica, Mineral
Fiber Block)
Alumina
Mortar
Mullite
Patching Material
Refractories (Alumina, Brick, Castables, Cement, Ceramic
Fiber, Fiber Block, Firebrick, Graphite/Carbon, Gunning
Material, Pre-cast Shapes, Refractory Adhesives,
Refractory Anchors, Shotcrete, Silicon Carbide)
Silicon Nitride
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Let Our Quality and Experience Support Your Success

W

e have been helping thermal-processing companies operate their critical and demanding heat
environments by providing dependable safe
refractory solutions for more than a century.
Organizations trust us to develop innovative and reliable
refractory solutions that consistently increase efficiency, improve production uptime and safely boost the performance
of their thermal-processing operations and equipment.
Refractory, engineering and construction – our team
works tirelessly to deliver superior refractory heat control
solutions to you when you need them the most, for precisely your need. Plibrico’s single source concept-through-completion service allows for fast turnaround on refractory
materials, installations and repairs to bring your heating
processes back online swiftly.
Discover Plibrico. We have built a business based on
trust, knowledge and experience – qualities that create
close, lasting relationships to deliver superior refractory
heat control solutions to you.
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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For a complete list of suppliers of
Refractories & Insulation
CLICK HERE
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CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTATION are vital components for any thermal-processing operation. Industrial
furnaces need process controls, and equipment operators
need instrumentation. Along those lines, metallurgical laboratories need testing equipment.
What type of tester does your lab need? Is your heat-treat
department in need of thermocouples? To answer these
questions, look for a supplier in our online Buyers Guide.
There’s a link to this directory at the end of this section.
Check out our featured suppliers on the following pages and visit our online guide for a comprehensive list of
suppliers.
Controls, Instrumentation & Test Equipment includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actuators
Analyzers
Calibration Instruments
Capacitors
Controllers
Controls (Atmosphere,
Combustion, Pressure,
Temperature)
Dew Point Instruments
Digital Indicators
Eddy Current
Flame Detectors

RETURN TO CONTENTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Flame Safeguard
Flow Meters
Gas Metering Panels
Gauges
Hardness Testers
(Brinell, Rockwell)
Imaging Systems
Leak Detectors
Metallographic Supplies
Meters, Gas Flow
Microprocessors
Microscopes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Mixers
Nondestructive Testing
Instruments
PID Tuning Software
Positioners
Pressure Transducers
Probes
Process Monitors
Programmers
Pyrometers
Quench Testing Devices
Recorders
Regulators
Resistors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Semiconductors
Sensors
Software
Switches
Tensile Testing Devices
Thermocouples
Thermometers
Thyristors
Transmitters
Tubes, Protection
Ultrasonic Testing
Instruments
Valves
Weighing Systems
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made in the United States.
Our main goal is to provide safe, straightforward solutions to industrial electric heater control, and our extraordinary understanding of the conditions under which our
products must operate guarantees that our SCR controllers meet expectations. Whether it is taking your idea from
prototype into production or creating a custom multi-zone
control panel, Avatar Instruments makes sure that it will get
done quickly and efficiently.
All Avatar products are tested and designed to work in
real-world environments, including industrial power lines, at
temperatures of 122°F. Our standard product line is UL508
and cUL listed to ensure safety. Avatar Instruments was the
first manufacturer to offer a five-year warranty on our SCR
power controllers.
Our engineering staff has over 20 patents to their credit
since 1957. Over the years, Avatar Instruments has produced custom SCR power controllers and options to our
standard product line for various OEM requirements.
We are leaders in providing SCR power controllers for
any application. Tell us your application, and we’ll find the
solution. We look forward to building power controls and
panels for your needs.

F

or over 30 years, Avatar Instruments has earned a
reputation for producing reliable, rugged SCR controllers. Our experienced engineering staff is constantly
making improvements in functionality and appearance of
our products.
Founded in 1990, Avatar Instruments has decades of
practical and engineering experience. From 1990 to 2014,
Avatar Instruments was located in southeastern Pennsylvania. As of November 1, 2014, Avatar Instruments moved to
Lewes, Del. The move was necessary due to our expanding
customer base and production needs. The facility is three
times larger than the previous location (not including our
new standalone warehouse building).
A new high-voltage test lab was built to order and is fully
operational. An increase in staff means faster turnaround
times.
SCR power controllers are our main business. We design,
build, test and ship all of our products from our Lewes facility. Our printed circuit boards and custom metal parts are all
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At Avatar Instruments, SCR
power controls and systems
are our main business. Not
some accessory or acquisition.
We understand the tough
demands of industrial
environments, power lines and
processes. Our products are
built to last decades of service.
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W

e manufacture and offer standard and custom
SCR controllers, heating elements, AC to DC
rectifiers, transformers and complete engineered
control solutions for many applications. Product lines include phase angle and zero fired SCR controllers, 6 and
12 pulse DC rectifiers for both high and low voltage loads,
variable reactance transformers (VRTs), custom step-up or
step-down load matching transformers, chokes and saturable core reactors.
Units are offered in air, water cooled, dry and oil. Control
schemes include voltage regulated, voltage regulated with
current limit or straight current control. Capabilities range
from a few VA to 5 MVA, 1 to 10,000 amps and 1 to 50,000
volts. Types of loads include: resistive, variable resistive,
transformer coupled, inductive and more.
Our units power the most stubborn loads in the
harshest environments. Call us today for unbeatable
price and delivery at 800-318-0048. “We answer when
others don’t!”
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E

merson provides the industry’s most sophisticated
combination of safety, reliability, availability and economy for critical combustion equipment, such as boilers,
burners, furnaces, ovens, kilns and incinerators. This comprehensive range of proven products offers high performance that our customers depend on.
Our ASCO™ Safety Shutoff Valves feature some of the
industry’s highest flow capabilities and thoughtful construction that helps simplify equipment design and operation.
ASCO combustion solutions meet the full range of regulations to satisfy nearly every industry requirement.
Improve safety and efficiency in combustion equipment
with ASCO fluid automation solutions and safety shutoff
valves from Emerson.

reliability while enhancing flow and control.
With a flow rate twice that of other combustion valves
available on the market, our product has the highest BTU
rating in the industry and can handle varying gas inlet
pressures without a reduction in burner performance and
operation.
The specialized unit offers such high performance capabilities that some additional components are unnecessary. A higher close-off pressure of 75 psi (5.2 Bar) ensures
a safe shut-off in the event of a fuel-train system failure,
eliminating the need for additional safety components. And
increased maximum operating pressure differential (MOPD)
and close-off pressure provide overpressure protection and
can eliminate the need for a relief valve, second regulator or
slam shutoff device. Installation is also made easier with end
connectors that eliminate the need for piping unions and a
ventless compatible monoblock design that not only does
away with the need for additional vent piping but also limits
greenhouse gas and vent emissions.
Improve the safety and efficiency of your operation.
Learn more here.

Maximized Flow, Enhanced Control
for Burner Applications
Emerson’s ASCO™ Series 158 Gas Valve and Series 159
Motorized Actuator are specifically designed for the demands of burner-boiler applications. When paired, this
combustion safety shutoff valve option increases safety and
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Reliable Combustion Solutions
Designed for Safety Industrial
When safety, reliability, energy efficiency, and ease of installation matter,
look to Emerson for global combustion solutions. Whether it’s for furnace
or burner-boiler applications, we offer a wide range of globally approved
products like ASCO™ Safety Shutoff Valves.
Our ready-to-ship products and short lead times get you the high-performing
automation solutions you need – when you need them.
Learn more at: Emerson.com/combustion

The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co. © 2021 Emerson Electric Co.
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F

or over 56 years, Equipment Controls Company (better
known as ECCO) has been focused on delivering innovative solutions driven by the everyday challenges our
customers face. We take pride in providing customer satisfaction through our professionalism, ethical standards and
exceptional product knowledge.
ECCO represents and distributes quality products from
established manufacturers, including Pietro Fiorentini, Sensus, Romet, Sensit and many more.
Headquartered in Norcross, Ga., ECCO is one of the largest North American distributors of gas measurement products, gas control products and data acquisition products.

RETURN TO CONTENTS

These include natural gas pressure regulators, flow meters,
pressure gauges and related accessories for the industrial,
commercial, OEM and heat-treatment markets.
We offer a wide selection of products and sizing assistance, as well as certified calibration services to factory standards, troubleshooting and technical support. Equipment
Controls has a complete inventory of parts and products
available for same-day shipping.
Contact our product specialists today to discuss the
full range of products and solutions Equipment Controls
Company has to offer. Call 800-554-1036 or email sales@
equipmentcontrols.com.
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ARE YOU PREPARED FOR AMS 2750 REV.F?
We’ll help you confirm you’re in compliance.

Photo courtesy of Solar Atmospheres of W. PA

Contact your trusted source GeoCorp, Inc. for the knowledge,
quality thermocouples, thermocouple wire and customer service

YOU DESERVE.

GeoCorp, Inc.
www.geocorpinc.com

T: 419.433.1101
sales@geocorpinc.com
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REDUCE
YOUR
CARBON
EMISSIONS

H

oneywell Thermal Solutions’ extensive expertise is
being channeled into a portfolio of hydrogen-ready
and hydrogen-capable burners that, when combined with Honeywell hydrogen-ready fuel supply products and controls, provide a complete solution for hydrogen-fired thermal appliances.
Honeywell can provide everything needed for hydrogen
combustion, from products such as fuel train supplies, piping and burner management systems to software solutions,
as well as a wide range of services, from commissioning to
application testing.
To learn more, visit https://thermalsolutions.honeywell.
com/us/en/initiatives/zero-carbon.
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J

UMO Process Control Inc. is a worldwide trademark for
measurement and control technology, operating in the
United States since 1984. JUMO understands the demands of the industrial heating industry, and we have
a wide range of solutions for sensing, controlling, regulating
and monitoring temperature.
We are aware of the challenges in the industry, and we
have created our products to withstand the extreme conditions and high temperatures. Check out our most popular
product for this industry – the safetyM temperature monitor and limiter, which has a wide voltage supply range, LCD
display and two relay outputs.
Another favorite is our diraTRON series, which includes
user-configurable, universally usable controllers in five
various DIN formats to control temperature, pressure and
other process variables.
And don’t forget about our thermocouple probes, which
can withstand temperatures as high as +1600°C!
Visit our website at www.jumousa.com for more information.
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tic, microsegregation, partition coefficients, latent heat, shrinkage, susceptibility to hot tearing and more
Properties specific to steel: A1 and A3 temperatures, martensite start temperature, martensite fractions, and kinetics of
pearlite and bainite formation.

H

eat treating is the controlled application of time, temperature and atmosphere to produce a predictable
change in the microstructure of a material to achieve
desired material properties. However, alloys are complex
systems where the microstructure and properties depend on
both the processing conditions and chemical composition.
Variations in heat-to-heat composition, particularly in terms of
minor elements, or the extent of inhomogeneity arising from
solidification affect properties and processing windows. When
these data are not available, Thermo-Calc can be used to fill
the gaps and make predictions of material behavior throughout the material’s life cycle as a function of composition, temperature and time.

Gain Insight into Materials Processing
Thermo-Calc can simulate the effects of different types of
heat treatment – such as homogenization, aging, quenching,
surface hardening, stress relief and post-weld heat treatment
– to predict the phases/microstructure that form.
Solidification and homogenization
• Determine homogenization temperature
• Predict time needed to homogenize
Aging and precipitation
• Generate TTT diagrams for specific chemistries
• Determine solvus temperatures of precipitates (i.e., gamma prime)
• Predict critical phase transformation temperatures (i.e.,
beta transus, A1, A3)
• Calculate precipitate volume fraction and size distribution
as a function of time
• Predict stable/metastable precipitation
Surface hardening
• Calculating furnace activities and chemical potentials based
on gas ratios
• Predict case-depth profiles and precipitate formation 		
during carburization, nitridation, carbonitriding
• Determine type and amount of carbides

Predict a Wide Range of Materials Property Data
Thermophysical properties: Specific heat, enthalpy, heat capacity, heat of formation, density, coefficient of thermal expansion, viscosity (of liquid), surface tension (of liquid), interfacial
energy, thermal conductivity and electric resistivity
Kinetic properties: Diffusion coefficients, atomic mobility
Mechanical properties: Yield strength, hardness
Properties related to equilibrium and non-equilibrium solidification: Liquidus, solidus, incipient melt temperatures, freezing
range, fraction solid curves, solidification path, fraction eutecRETURN TO CONTENTS
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Empowering Metallurgists, Process Engineers and Researchers

Do you rely on handbook data?
What if the materials data you need doesn’t exist?
 Calculate phase-based proper�es as a func�on of composi�on,

 Base Decisions on scien�ﬁcally supported models using

 Fill in data gaps without resor�ng to costly, �me-consuming experiments

 Accelerate materials development while reducing risk

 Predict how actual vs nominal chemistries will aﬀect property data

 Troubleshoot issues during materials processing

temperature and �me

Mole Frac�on of phase

Temperature Eﬀect

the CALPHAD approach

Composi�on Eﬀect

Precipita�on

Calculated Ms temperatures for
410 Stainless composi�on spec range

Time temperature precipita�on of M₂₃C₆
in 308 stainless steel

Carburiza�on

FCC_A1
FCC_L12
M23C6
MC
Liquid

Phase stability vs. Temperature for
Ni-Base Alloy 282

Carbon diﬀusion proﬁle near surface during
carburiza�on of martensi�c stainless steel

Heat Treat 2021 - September 14-16 - St Louis, MO
www.thermocalc.com

Visit us at booth 611

info@thermocalc.com
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S

ince 1984, TRANSVALOR has been providing a suite of
simulation software to a large variety of industries on
a global scale. TRANSVALOR software products have
become a fixture of most heat-treat companies, quality-control departments and research centers.
TRANSVALOR software is the effective solution to simulate metallic alloy (including carbon steel and aluminum)
heat-treatment processes and gain true workpiece distortion, residual stress and microstructural evolution insights.
Our software simulation solution predicts, qualifies
and quantifies defects of the final part with accuracy and
speed.
405 W. Superior Street
Unit #601
Chicago, IL 60654
Phone: 312-219-6029
https://www.transvalorusa.com/
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For a complete list of suppliers of
Controls, Instrumentation & Test Equipment
CLICK HERE
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COMMERCIAL HEAT TREATERS are the heart of the thermal-processing industry. These businesses provide a wide
range of heat-treat services to process parts used in everything from cars and planes to everyday items like scissors
and hammers. These businesses also purchase and use the
furnaces, ovens, controls and testing equipment mentioned
earlier in this eBook.
Our online Commercial Heat Treaters Directory offers an
alphabetical roster of companies that provide in-house heat
treatment. You can find a link to this directory at the end of
this section. Check out our featured supplier on the next
page and visit our online guide for a comprehensive list of
commercial heat treaters.
Our Commercial Heat Treaters Directory breaks down as
follows.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Annealing
Brazing
Carbonitriding
Carburizing
Certifications: A2LA, AS 9100, CQI-9, ISO 14001, ISO 		
17025, ISO 9000, ISO 9001, ISO/TS 16949, MedAccred
and Nadcap
Ferritic Nitrocarburizing
Hardening (Q&T)

RETURN TO CONTENTS

High Speed Steel
Nitriding
Tool Steel

The commercial heat treater directory (accessible at
www.IndustrialHeating.com/commercialheattreat) also has
a Miscellaneous section that includes services such as austempering, carbon restoration, cryogenic testing, flattening/
straightening, HIP, sintering and steam treating.
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S

olar Atmospheres is one of the world’s largest providers of commercial vacuum heat-treating services.
Solar’s thermal processing produces bright, scale-free
parts with minimal distortion.
Solar serves over 18 industries, including aerospace,
defense, medical and power generation. Our state-of-the
art services include vacuum heat treating, brazing, carburizing and nitriding. With over 60 vacuum furnaces ranging
from lab-sized to 48 feet long with a 150,000-pound workload capacity, Solar Atmospheres can efficiently handle any
size job.

RETURN TO CONTENTS

Solar Atmospheres’ vacuum heat-treating services enhance the properties of your metal components in a variety
of ways. Unsure of which process you need? Our technical
expertise, paired with decades of experience, will help you
choose the best solution for your requirements. Our worldclass furnaces are used to heat treat aircraft/aerospace
components, micro-surgical instruments and an assortment
of products in between.
Solar operates plants in eastern and western Pennsylvania, California and South Carolina. Nadcap, ISO 9001:2015/
AS9100D, ITAR and MedAccred certified.
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Our leading edge vacuum technology provides precise
control and repeatability for consistently superior parts.

Vacuum Heat Treating & Brazing Services
Annealing • Aging • Carburizing • Nitriding • Stress Relieving • Degassing • Brazing • And More . . .
Solve your toughest thermal processing challenges by utilizing our
brain-trust of metallurgists, chemists and engineers.
•
•
•
•

Over 60 vacuum furnaces – lab-sized to 48 feet long
Operating range of -320°F to +3,600°F
On-site metallurgical testing lab
24/7 Operations

1-855-WE-HEAT-IT

solaratm.com

Eastern PA • Western PA • California • South Carolina

ISO9001 • Nadcap • MedAccred • ITAR

COMMERCIAL HEAT TREATERS
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For a complete list of Commercial Heat Treaters
CLICK HERE
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AFTERMARKET SERVICES are vital to the success of the
industry. What company are you going to call when you
need a spare part for your vacuum furnace? Where do you
go when you need metallurgical evaluations or pyrometry
services?
Our online Aftermarket Services Directory is dedicated
to suppliers of aftermarket replacement parts for industrial furnace systems (atmosphere, induction and vacuum),
ancillary equipment and refractory/insulation. It also covers
companies that provide compliance, energy conservation
and consulting and training services. A link to this directory
is at the end of this section.
Check out our featured supplier on the next page and
visit our online guide for a comprehensive list of aftermarket
service providers.
Our Aftermarket Services Directory (accessible at www.
IndustrialHeating.com/aftermarket) breaks down as
follows.
• Ancillary Equipment: cooling equipment repair/replacement and software
• Compliance: environmental, hazardous waste and EPA;
military, aircraft and industry specification; NFPA; worker
safety/OSHA
• Direct-Fired, Electric and Atmosphere Furnace Systems
• Energy Conservation: energy audit, heat recovery and
solvent recovery

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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General: alloy fabrication; consulting; controls troubleshooting and upgrades; gas/electric furnace conversions; instrument analysis and service; instrument
calibration, materials testing and metallurgical evaluations; pyrometry services; surface cleaning equipment;
temperature control/calibration; temperature uniformity survey; training and education; and troubleshooting
and repair
Induction Systems
Refractory & Insulation
Vacuum Furnace Systems
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Safety and Operational Risk Management
• 100% compliance to procedures
• Up to 10% annual reduction in incidents
Reliability and Operational Excellence
• Up to 50% reduction in unplanned downtime
• Up to 10% reduction in maintenance costs
Energy and Emissions Management
• Up to 5% reduced greenhouse gas emissions
• Up to 5% reduced energy costs

Elevate your Thermal Insight Quotient with
Connected Thermal Solutions

H

oneywell’s Connected Thermal Solutions platform
powered by Thermal IQ™ automates the process of
extracting thermal-process data and helps you drive
better business outcomes with real-time thermal analytics
developed by Honeywell’s thermal-process experts.

Other benefits include:
• Deploying Thermal IQ platform helps ensure your facilities run safer, more reliable and efficient with greater capacity while becoming more competitive and profitable.
• Proactively identify and minimize the costs of thermal-system-related unplanned downtime.
• Centralized access to all thermal performance data.
• Scalable solutions customizable to every industry, organization and role.
• Cloud-based, cyber-secure delivery system allows you to
quickly identify the worst performing assets and make all
your assets the best performing ones.
• Fill knowledge gaps by leveraging the centralized thermal-process insights from the Honeywell Thermal Solutions experts.
• Implement faster and more cost-effective solutions by
empowering your on-site and third-party service providers with the right information the first time.

Turn Thermal-Process Data
into Actionable Information
Consisting of wireless connectivity, a mobile application and
an enterprise-view dashboard, the Thermal IQ platform securely connects combustion equipment to the cloud, making critical thermal-process data that is normally trapped
at the equipment level available anytime, anywhere, on
any smart device or desktop. With Thermal IQ data, users
can see what’s happening with thermal processes without
being at their facility, get real-time alerts when key parameters are outside normal limits, and track historical data over
time to identify when and why something happened.
Connected Thermal Solutions Powered by Thermal
IQ™ Brings Next Level:
RETURN TO CONTENTS
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For a complete list of suppliers of Aftermarket Services
CLICK HERE
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Where would the industry be without MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION AND TESTING EQUIPMENT? Heat treaters
need their parts tested, and laboratories need the equipment
that performs the testing.
Our online Materials Characterization & Testing Directory
is dedicated to the manufacturers and suppliers of a broad
range of testing and inspection equipment, analyzers, temperature controllers and more.
This directory offers an alphabetical roster of companies
that manufacture and supply MC&T equipment. Check out our
featured supplier on the next page and visit our online guide
for a comprehensive list of suppliers.
Our Materials Characterization & Testing Directory (accessible at www.IndustrialHeating.com/materialstesting)
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adhesion-/
Bond-Strength Testers
Bend Testers
Borescopes and other
Visual Inspection System
Chemical/Surface
Analysis Equipment
Compression Testers
Corrosion Testing
Equipment

RETURN TO CONTENTS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Creep Testers
Eddy Current Testers
Extensometers
Fastener Testers
Fatigue Testers
Flexural Testers
Fracture Toughness
Testing Equipment
Furnaces/Environmental
Chambers

•
•
•
•
•
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Gas Analyzers
Hardness Testers/
Accessories
Image Analysis Systems
Impact Testers
Infrared Thermography
Equipment
Leak Testers
Metallographic Specimen
Preparation Equipment
Metallographs
Microscopes
Particle/Powder
Analyzers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recorders/
Controllers –
Temperature
Software
Strain Gauges
Temperature Measuring
Devices
Tensile Testers
Thermal Analyzers
Thickness Gauges
Torsion Testers
Ultrasonic Testers
Universal Testing
Machines
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S

un-Tec Corporation, ASTM members, uniquely specializes in hardness testing equipment that includes Rockwell-type, Vickers/Knoop, Brinell, ductility and tension/
compression, along with metallographic equipment and consumables. We service industries in the automotive, medical,
military and manufacturing fields with certified new, rebuilt
equipment and accessories (anvils, work supports, specimen
devices, etc.) that fit many applications and budgets.
Our accredited standardizing laboratory offers a full range
of calibrated and certified hardness standards as well as diamond and ball indenters. Special design indenters of all types
are also available.
Our outstanding in-house field service team can repair/
rebuild and calibrate almost all makes and models of testers.
Technicians constantly participate in ongoing training. Furthermore, our technicians can provide technical assistance to help
guide our customers with solutions to their testing needs.
At Sun-Tec Corporation, we strive to provide our customers
with the highest quality equipment, accessories and service to
make your testing results accurate and precise. Thank you for
your interest in Sun-Tec. For any inquiries, feel free to reach us
at www.sunteccorp.com.
RETURN TO CONTENTS

Your single source
for all your hardness
testing needs.
For our complete line of new and
rebuilt hardness testers,
metallographic equipment and
consumables, hardness standards and
accessories, visit sunteccorp.com or
call 248.669.3100 today!

Rockwell-Type | Brinell | Vickers/Knoop | Ductility | Tensile/Compression | Metallographic
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For a complete list of suppliers of
Materials Characterization & Testing Equipment
CLICK HERE
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